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Abstract9

Recent studies highlighted the importance of the interface between streams10

and their surrounding sediment, known as the hyporheic zone, where stream11

waters flow through the alluvium. These pore water fluxes stem from the in-12

teraction among streambed morphology, stream hydraulics and surrounding13

groundwater flow. We analytically model the hyporheic hydraulics induced14

by a spatially uniform ambient groundwater flow made of a horizontal, un-15

derflow, and a vertical, basal, component, which mimics gaining and losing16

stream conditions. The proposed analytical solution allows to investigate the17

control of simple hydromorphological quantities on the extent, residence time18

and redox conditions of the hyporheic zone, and the thickness of the mixing19

interface between hyporheic and groundwater cells. Our analysis shows that20

the location of the mixing zone shallows or deepens in the sediment as a21

function of bedform geometry, surface hydraulic and groundwater flow. The22

point of stagnation, where hyporheic flow velocities vanish and where the23

separation surface passes through, is shallower than or coincides with the24

deepest point of the hyporheic zone only due to underflow. An increase of25

the ambient flow causes a reduction of the hyporheic zone volume similarly26

in both losing and gaining conditions. The hyporheic residence time is log-27

normally distributed under neutral, losing and gaining conditions, with the28

residence time moments depending on the same set of parameters describing29

dune morphology and stream flow.30
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stagnation points, mixing layer, river morphology, hyporheic flows,32

groundwater33

1. Introduction34

Stream waters downwell into the streambed sediment and then reemerge35

into the stream at upwelling areas, delineating a subsurface volume in which36

the sediments are saturated with stream waters [see e.g., 59, 28]. These37

fluxes are chiefly controlled by the spatial and temporal variations of near-bed38

energy heads and sediment hydraulic conductivity, but are also influenced by39

the extension of the alluvial area, turbulence, sediment transport and water40

density gradients between stream and pore waters [62, 6]. They form the so41

called hyporheic exchange, which is the primary mechanism bringing oxygen-42

rich and solute-laden stream waters within the streambed sediments [10, 2,43

63, 65]. Similarly, hyporheic exchange brings reduced-element laden waters44

from the low-oxygen concentration environment of the streambed sediment45

to the surface water environment [69, 77, 37], thereby creating chemical and46

physical gradients that sustain an ecotone rich in organisms density and47

diversity [18]. These fluxes can extend vertically and laterally, depending on48

stream sinuosity, alluvial sediment stratification and bedrock outcrop [70, 36,49

11, 9, 64]. They can be classified as fluvial hyporheic fluxes, which mainly50

extend vertically within the channel wetted areas, parafluvial fluxes, which51

flow below dry bars within the active channel, and floodplain fluxes, which52

include inter-meander fluxes and preferential flow paths along paleochannels53

[18, 59].54

Near-bed pressure distribution due to variations in dynamic head, hydro-55

static head or a combination of the two, is recognized as the main mechanism56

driving hyporheic exchange in natural systems [6, 26, 27, 61, 64]. This dis-57

tribution depends on the interaction between surface flow and streambed58

topography [19, 13, 42] at several spatial scales [57, 62, 43, 9]. For small-59

scale bedforms, such as dune, dynamic head variations generate low pressure60

zones downstream from the dune crests, where flow detaches, and high pres-61

sure zones along dune stosses, where flow reattaches [71, 53, 58].62

The hyporheic flow field generated by dune-like morphology received a63

great deal of attention starting from the analytical solutions proposed by El-64

liott and Brooks [19] for the hyporheic flow field of an infinite alluvium thick-65

ness with only horizontal groundwater flow, called underflow. Their solution66
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was successively extended by Packman et al. [45] for the case of a finite allu-67

vium thickness to study infiltration of colloidal sediments into the streambed68

by adding the particle settling velocity [e.g., 46, 47, 48]. Marion et al. [36]69

investigated the effect of stratified sediments on hyporheic exchange. These70

cases did not consider the vertical component of the groundwater flow re-71

ferred as basal flow [14], which Boano et al. [7, 8] added to the solution of72

Elliott and Brooks [19] with the superposition of the effects by taking advan-73

tage of the linearity of the Laplace equation. They used the solution, derived74

for an infinite vertical domain, to investigate the effects of upwelling basal75

flows on limiting hyporheic zone vertical extension, residence time and mean76

downwelling flux. They also explored hyporheic exchange variations along a77

stream cross-section due to the decrease of upwelling basal flows from stream78

banks to the center. Cardenas and Wilson [14] numerically studied the effect79

of both upwelling and downwelling basal flows and finite alluvium depth on80

hyporheic flow induced by large dunes with different aspect ratios (the ratio81

between dune amplitude and depth, which they defined as steepness). The82

general trend of their numerical results was confirmed by the recent work of83

Fox et al. [23], who provided the first experimental support on the effects of84

groundwater flows on hyporheic zone extension and fluxes. With a numerical85

model, Hester et al. [31] underlined the importance of the interaction be-86

tween surface water and groundwater on shaping hyporheic flow streamlines87

and therefore on the extension of the hyporheic zone. They showed that the88

separation surface between ground water and hyporheic flow cells delineates89

the effective volume of sediment where these two waters mix. Werth et al.90

[72] defined the depth of this surface as a ”dispersion distance”, which can be91

interpreted as an indirect measure of mixing between the two water systems:92

hyporheic and groundwater. The separation surface passes through the so93

called stagnation points where flow velocity has zero magnitude [3]. Jiang94

et al. [33] argued the importance of the location of those points as a useful95

index ”to characterize the location of topography-driven groundwater flow in96

drainage basins” [67, 73, 33].97

All these previous works do not present a comprehensive analysis that98

quantify and predict hyporheic hydraulics, including the form of the hy-99

porheic residence time distribution, RTD, and its associated moments, i.e.100

mean, median and variance, and the location of the stagnation points as101

a function of hydro-morphological parameters measurable in the field. The102

knowledge of the RTD and its moments is vital information in interpret-103

ing hyporheic processes of reactive solutes at the local scale [77, 10, 37]104
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and to upscale them at the reach stream segment scale [30, 41, 25]. Con-105

sequently, our objectives are to analyze and quantify hyporheic fluxes, the106

vertical extent of the hyporheic flow cells, and the associated residence time107

distribution, together with other relevant quantities such as the hyporheic108

zone potential redox condition, and the location of the separation surface109

between hyporheic and ground waters and the thickness of the associated110

mixing layer as a function of bedform size, stream hydraulics, groundwater111

flow (underflow and basal flows) and alluvium depth. More specifically we112

aim to quantify: i) the statistical moments of the RTD; ii) whether the113

probability density function, pdf , of the RTD remains a lognormal distribu-114

tion [75] under different forcing conditions; and iii) the effects of gaining and115

losing conditions on the global biogeochemical status of the hyporheic zone.116

To address our objectives, we derived an analytical solution, which we117

coupled with the Damköhler number concept, for the hyporheic flow field118

induced by two dimensional dune-like bed-forms with finite alluvium depth119

and ambient groundwater flow, here represented with spatially uniform hor-120

izontal (underflow) and vertical (basal flow) components.121

2. Methods122

2.1. Analytical solution of the hyporheic flow field123

The hyporheic flow field is modeled as a Darcian flow [see e.g., 24]:124

u = −K · ∇h (1)

where u is the specific discharge, which in agreement with Elliott and Brooks125

[19] we indicate asREV seepage velocity, K is the hydraulic conductivity tensor126

and h is the energy head. We assume a homogenous and isotropic hydraulic127

conductivity tensor and stationary flow conditions, such that the flow gov-128

erning equation reduces to:129

∂2h

∂x2
+
∂2h

∂y2
= 0 (2)

Here, along the original works of Elliott and Brooks [19] and Packman130

et al. [45], we solve analytically the governing equation (2) for hyporheic flow131

induced by two-dimensional dune-like bedforms in a rectangular domain of132

length L equal to the dune length and thickness db, measured from the aver-133

age streambed elevation to the underlying horizontal surface, representing the134
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lower impervious boundary. In addition, we consider the following boundary135

conditions: i) a specified uniform horizontal head gradient, which drives the136

underflow component of the groundwater flow, equal to the streambed slope,137

s, ii) a given energy head distribution at y = 0 (composed by a periodic part138

and a linear component), and iii) a specific groundwater vertical seepage ve-139

locity, vgw, mimicking the vertical component of groundwater flow normal to140

the horizontal plane at y = −db (see Figures 1a and 1b). These boundary141

conditions can be written as follows:142























h(x, 0) = hm cos(λ x)− s x
∂h

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

x−→0

=
∂h

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

x−→L

= −s

∂h

∂y

∣

∣

∣

∣

y−→−db

= ±
vgw
K

(3)

In the third equation of (3) the sign + is for losing, while the sign - is143

for gaining conditions, λ = 2 π/L is the dune wavenumber, L is the dune144

wavelength and hm is the amplitude of the head distribution at the streambed145

interface, which is given by Shen et al. [55]:146

hm =
0.28 V 2

2 g

{

(0.34 Y ∗)−3/8 if Y ∗−1 < 0.34,

(0.34 Y ∗)−3/2 if Y ∗−1 > 0.34.
(4)

where V is the mean stream velocity, g is the gravitational acceleration,147

and Y ∗ is the ratio between the mean flow depth Y0 and the dune height148

Hd [59]. Note that in previous papers [e.g., 19, 45, 8], the given energy149

head distribution at y = 0 was given by a sine function, and the boundary150

conditions at x = 0 and x = L impose the vanishing of the energy head. Here,151

we have preferred to choose a cosine function, with boundary conditions for152

the x-derivative of the energy head. This corresponds to focus on a single153

periodicity cell instead of two adjacents half cells. The approximation of the154

upper surface with a horizontal plane coinciding with the average streambed155

elevation does not introduce significant perturbations to the velocity field156

[19, 45]. The solution for the head is given as the superimposition of two157

components. The first component is the solution of the equation (2) in the158

absence of groundwater, i.e. for vgw = s = 0 in the boundary conditions159

(3). The second component is simply a first order polynomial, which once160

substituted into the Darcy’s equation (1) leads to the imposed groundwater161

flow (see the second and third right hand terms of equation (5)):162
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h(x, y) = hm cos(λx)[tanh(λdb) sinh(λy) + cosh(λy)] − s x ±
vgw y

K
(5)

where vgw is a positive quantity and here the assigned + and - signs identify163

losing and gaining conditions, respectively. Notice that, consistently with164

the linearity of the flow equation (2), in the absence of the vertical ground-165

water flow component, i.e. for vgw = 0, equation (5) reduces to the solution166

obtained by Packman et al. [45] and for an infinite alluvium, i.e. db → +∞,167

it coincides with the solution of Boano et al. [8]. With the head given by the168

equation (5) the horizontal and vertical components of the seepage velocity169

assume the following expressions170

u(x, y) = u0 sin(λx)[tanh(λdb) sinh(λy) + cosh(λy)] + us

v(x, y) = −u0 cos(λx)[tanh(λdb) cosh(λy) + sinh(λy)] ∓ vgw

(6a)

(6b)

where the sign - is for losing, while the sign + is for gaining conditions,171

u0 = K λhm is the maximum seepage velocity component due to bedform172

morphology in an infinite alluvium depth (i. e. db → +∞) and us = K s is173

the underflow seepage velocity due to the stream slope [19, 45]. Inspection of174

the vertical component of the ambient groundwater velocity at the streambed175

surface y = 0 in equation (6b) reveals that when vgw > um the hyporheic flow176

is suppressed because flow is everywhere upwelling under gaining and down-177

welling under losing conditions. Note that um = u0 tanh(λ db) represents the178

maximum downwelling seepage velocity [45].179

Analytical expressions of the mean hyporheic downwelling fluxes can be180

obtained by integrating the vertical velocity component of the seepage veloc-181

ity, given by equation (6b) over the entire dune length to obtain:182























qH,G =
1

L

∫ x1

−x1

[umcos(λx)− vgw]dx =
um
π

√

1−
v2gw
u2m

−
vgw
π
arccos

(

vgw
um

)

qH,L =
1

L

∫ x2

−x2

[umcos(λx) + vgw]dx =
um
π

√

1−
v2gw
u2m

−
vgw
π
arccos

(

vgw
um

)

+ vgw

(7)
for gaining and losing conditions, respectively. The extremes of integration,183

x1 and x2, in the equations (7) are the smaller horizontal coordinates where184
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Figure 1: Sketches of 2D dune morphology with groundwater intrusion during (a) gaining
and (b) losing conditions. The color map represent the head distribution for the morphol-
ogy of Test1 in Table S1 (Supplementary Information) when the groundwater velocity is
vgw = ±4.3× 10−7ms−1.

the vertical component of the seepage velocity is zero at the alluvium surface185

(v(x, 0) = 0) under gaining and losing conditions, respectively. Note that186

x1 ∈ (0, L/4); while x2 ∈ (L/4, L/2). Equation (7) reduces to the solutions187

proposed by Packman et al. [45] and by Boano et al. [8] in the case of188

neutral condition, vgw = 0, and of infinite alluvium thickness, db → +∞,189

respectively. It is also in agreement with the experimental results of Fox190

et al. [23] because it is able to fit the data reported in their Figure 4 similarly191

to their model, which is that of Boano et al. [8], in which their sediment192

thickness (db = 15cm) is comparable to their dune length (L = 12cm) and193

db ≈ L.194

2.2. Delineation of hyporheic zone: stagnation points and separation surface195

Previous studies have highlighted that the interaction between stream196

flow and bedforms and groundwater flows control the formation of hyporheic197

flow cells [19, 8, 14, 62, 31]. The surface, which separates the hyporheic198

flow cells from groundwater, can be traced starting from the points where199

hyporheic and groundwater trajectories diverge [3] and the seepage velocity200

vanishes. Because of this characteristic, they are called stagnation points201

[15]. The identification of the stagnation points, which in Figure 2 are at202

the intersection between gray and black lines, can be done analytically by203

searching the points where the velocity vanishes. Results show that the204
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stagnation points are characterized by the same depth, ys for both gaining205

and losing conditions but by different horizontal locations, which we indicate206

with xg and xl, respectively:207















































ys =
1

2 λ
ln

(

u2s + v2gw + C1 +
√

(u2s + v2gw + C1)2 − u40 [1− tanh2(λ db)]2

u2
0
[1 + tanh(λ db)]2

)

xg =
1

λ

[

− arctan

(

us [tanh(λdb) cosh(λys) + sinh(λys)]

vgw [tanh(λdb) sinh(λys) + cosh(λys)]

)

+ 2π

]

xl =
1

λ

[

arctan

(

us[tanh(λdb) cosh(λys) + sinh(λys)]

vgw [tanh(λdb) sinh(λys) + cosh(λys)]

)

+ π

]

(8)
where208

C1 =
√

{u2s + v2gw + u2
0
[1− tanh2(λ db)]}2 − 4 u2s u

2
0
[1− tanh2(λ db)] (9)

Equations (8) identify the stagnation points situated in the region of209

interest within the flow domain, which is bounded between the streambed210

interface at y = 0 and the bottom of the domain at y = −db (−db < y < 0),211

provided that the data satisfy the following equation:212

u2s+v
2

gw+C1+
√

[u2s + v2gw + C1]2 − u40 [1− tanh2(λ db)]2 ≤ [u2
0
(1+tanh(λ db))

2]

(10)
(Otherwise ys falls out of the flow domain, as ys would be > 0). Equations (8)213

show that the longitudinal coordinates of the stagnation points for gaining214

and losing conditions are shifted by a value close to L/2 in accordance with215

the shift in the flow field (c.f., Figures 2b and c). Under both gaining and216

losing conditions, the location of the stagnation points depends on both basal217

(vgw) and underflow (us) flows, on dune size (L), alluvium depth (db) and218

on stream hydrodynamics (through u0); these are quantities measurable in219

the field. For completeness, we show, in the Supplementary Information,220

how equations (8) reduce when specialized to the following three cases: both221

basal and underflow flows are negligible (i.e., vgw = us = 0, see equation (S1)222

in the Supplementary Information), only basal flow is negligible (i.e., vgw = 0223

but us > 0, see equation (S3) and (S4) in the Supplementary Information)224
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and only underflow is negligible (i.e., us = 0 but vgw > 0, see equation (S6)225

in the Supplementary Information).226

Winter and Pfannkuch [74] showed that flow systems originate and meet227

at stagnation points and that the streamlines around these points separate228

flow systems [44]. The surface separating hyporheic and ground waters is229

identified by the streamline passing through the stagnation points in the ver-230

tical plane. The general expression of a streamline in a planar and divergence-231

free flow field is the following [[3], ch. 5]:232

ψ(x, y) =

∫

[u(x′, y′) dy′ − v(x′, y′) dx′] (11)

where ψ is the value of the stream function at a given point (x,y), and the233

integral is taken along the streamline passing thought it. In our case, the234

extremes of integration are between two adjacent stagnation points, where235

the streamline starts and ends and (x,y) coincides with one of them (see236

Figures 2 and 3). Consequently, the streamline separating the two zones is237

obtained by substituting ψ(x, y) with ψ(xg, ys) and ψ(xl, ys) into equation238

(11), which lead to the following algebraic expressions:239

K hm sin(λx)[tanh(λdb) cosh(λy)+sinh(λy)]−vgwx+us y = ψ(xg, ys) (12)

and240

K hm sin(λ x)[tanh(λdb) cosh(λy)+sinh(λy)]+vgwx+us y = ψ(xl, ys) (13)

for gaining and losing conditions, respectively which, once solved, provide241

the loci, i.e. the collection of points (x,y), defining the streamlines in gaining242

and losing conditions, respectively [see e.g., 32]. For the neutral condition,243

xg = xl and the stream function can be estimated by either equations.244

Hyporheic and ground waters can mix along this separation surface [31].245

This forms a mixing layer whose thickness, δmix, can be quantified with the246

following equation [72]:247

δmix =
√

2Dt tHZ,Lmax (14)

where tHZ,Lmax is the residence time along the longest streamline within248

the hyporheic flow cells, which we used in lieu of the separation line whose249
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residence time would be infinite as velocity at the stagnation point is 0. In250

addition, Dt is the transverse dispersion coefficient evaluated as [4]:251

Dt = φDm + αt uHZ,Lmax (15)

where Dm is the molecular diffusion coefficient, uHZ,Lmax is the mean velocity252

along this streamline, and αt is the transverse dispersivity. Note that Dm =253

10−9m2s−1 and αt = 0.0001m [24].254

2.3. Characterization of global biogeochemical status of the hyporheic zone255

Once the flow field is known and the hyporheic zone delineated, the trans-256

port equation is solved along the streamlines connecting downwelling with257

upwelling areas by means of particle tracking [e.g., 52, 60]. We computed the258

probability density function (pdf) of the residence time distribution by re-259

leasing NP particles uniformly distributed within the downwelling area and260

tracking them up to the upwelling area. Note that in losing conditions parti-261

cles that exit through the base of the domain are not considered and similarly262

groundwater particles entering the domain from below for gaining conditions.263

NP ranges between 500 and 15000 depending on bedform size. In all cases,264

NP has been chosen to ensure stability of the calculated moments, i.e. no265

significant changes in the moment values have been observed by increasing266

the number of particles. The pdf is obtained by injecting the NP particle267

uniformly over the streambed and weighting their residence times by their268

local fluxes. Consequently, our residence time and residence time moments269

are all weighted residence time by the downwelling fluxes.270

In the present work, we assess the global biogeochemical status of the271

hyporheic zone through the biogeochemical Damköhler number [38]:272

DaO =
τ50
τlim

(16)

where τ50 is the median residence time of particles within the alluvium and273

τlim is the characteristic time of the biogeochemical reaction, which for the274

inorganic nitrogen can be estimated as the time needed to consume dissolved275

oxygen to a concentration at which denitrification occurs. The value of τ50276

is computed by particle tracking, while τlim assumes the following form:277

τlim =
1

KRN
ln

(

DO0

DOlim

)

(17)
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where KRN (KRN = KR + KN ) is the reaction rate that combines the ef-278

fects of nitrification (KN) and biomass respiration (KR), which represent the279

main pathways leading to oxygen consumption within the hyporheic zone280

[5, 1]. Furthermore, DO0 is the dissolved oxygen concentration within the281

stream and DOlim is a threshold concentration below which environmental282

conditions are classified as anaerobic [38]. In the simulations, we assumed283

DOlim = 2mg l−1, which is the typical limit value for anoxic condition [49].284

In addition, we set KR = 0.053 d−1 and KN = 1.998 d−1 obtained applying285

the Arrhenius equation [22] on the data reported in the works of Rutherford286

[51] and Sjodin et al. [56], respectively, during a typical winter condition287

(T = 6◦C). Through DaO, we quantify the redox conditions within the288

streambed sediment. Values of DaO > 1 indicate prevailing anaerobic con-289

ditions, whereas values of DaO < 1 indicate prevailing aerobic conditions,290

within the hyporheic sediment. This metric quantifies the efficiency of the291

hyporheic zone in transforming dissolved inorganic nitrogen species such as292

ammonium and nitrate, whose transformation depends on the redox condi-293

tions of the hyporheic zone [37, 38]. A similar metric can be estimated for294

the hyporheic thermal regime [40, 39]. Stream’s alluvium is by its nature295

heterogeneous in both the hydraulic and biogeochemical properties, and this296

heterogeneity may influence transport and reaction rates of reactive nitro-297

gen, as observed by Sawyer [54] for denitrification at the core scale. However,298

assessing the effect of heterogeneity analytically is a formidable task in case299

of non-uniform mean velocity field, while using simulations is impractical at300

stream and larger scales, as recently discussed by Sawyer [54]. Moreover,301

as showed in the stochastic groundwater literature [17, 50]REV, the solution302

of the flow fieldREV for a homogeneous formation is the zero-order solution303

for a stochastic problem for weakly heterogeneous formations such as those304

composed by sand and silt, the type of depositional environment in which305

dunes typically develop.306

2.4. Simulations307

We consider a wide range of two-dimensional dune-like bedform dimen-308

sions to characterize the role of bedform size (bedform amplitude and wave-309

length), surface hydraulics (mean flow velocity and mean water depth), un-310

derflow and basal flows on the hyporheic flow field (see Tables S1-S6 in the311

Supplementary Information). Bedform dimensions range from small ripple312

size (wavelength of 10 cm and amplitude of half centimeter) to large dune313

size (wavelength of 3 m and amplitude of 12 cm). Their hydromorphological314
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characteristics are typical of those found in natural streams [76]. We con-315

sider six values of the dune steepness Hd/L = 0.02, 0.025, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05316

and 0.06, a value of stream slope s = 0.01% and of 0.04% and 0.14% for317

few cases, while to keep a reasonable number of simulations without losing318

generality the remaining parameters are assumed constant: Manning’s coef-319

ficient is set to n = 0.0125 and mean grain size to d50 = 5mm. We set the320

location where basal velocity is defined at db = L. The location of db defines321

the alluvium depth in the neutral case.322

The characteristic hydraulic parameters of the streamflow can be obtained323

through the following expressions [34]:324

Y0 =

(

Hd

ςd0.350

)
1

0.7

(18)

in which ς is the dune height coefficient for which we assume a value between325

0.12 and 1. While according to the Manning’s equation [21]326

V =
Y

2
3
0 s

1
2

n
(19)

Under these conditions, dune morphology is in equilibrium with the stream327

flow hydraulics.328

The results of the simulations are presented in terms of two new dimen-329

sionless numbers, defined as follows:330















h∗b =
hm
Y0

(

L

Hd

)0.834

s∗ =
Ls

hm

(20)

where the dimensionless head h∗b accounts for the effect of both bedform331

shape and stream hydraulics, through the ratio hm/Y0, whereas s
∗ measures332

the reciprocal strength of groundwater underflow and bedform induced hy-333

porheic flow. The former is best suited for interpreting the variations of both334

the thickness of the mixing layer (δmix) and the Damköhler number, because335

it scales both the morphological and biogeochemical time scales, τ50 and τlim336

in a single dimensionless parameter, regardless of dune aspect ratio, Hd/L.337

On the other hand, s∗ is used in combination with dimensionless hydraulic338
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quantities of the hyporheic zone, like the dimensionless hyporheic residence339

time moments (τ ∗m, τ
∗

50
and σ2∗) and the mean dimensionless hyporheic flux340

(q∗H,i with i = G and i = L under gaining and losing conditions, respectively),341

because it captures the effect of groundwater underflow. We used two dimen-342

sionless scales because the dune aspect ratio, which is used for normalizing343

the hydraulics quantities does not enter in the definition of DaO. Conse-344

quently, to generalize our results on the redox conditions of the hyporheic345

zone, we account for dune shape by representing DaO as a function of the346

dimensionless head h∗b . The exponent 0.834 (approximate 5/6) was set to347

collapse all the DaO numbers along the same trend.348

3. Results and Discussion349

3.1. Influence of the groundwater on hyporheic zone delineation350

The analytical solution of the separation surface, equation (11), allows351

characterizing the shape of the hyporheic zone starting from hydro-morphologic352

parameters measurable in the field (Figure 2). The analytical solutions sup-353

port the numerical results of Cardenas and Wilson [12] for gaining and losing354

conditions.355

In the neutral case, i.e. in the absence of basal flow (vgw=0), the vertical356

ambient groundwater velocity vanishes at y = −db, as an effect of the imper-357

vious boundary condition. A separation surface, whose shape is influenced358

by the underflow velocity us, develops between surface and subsurface wa-359

ters (black solid line in Figure 2a) as observed in other works [e.g., 45, 20].360

All downwelling particles upwell in the stream and the groundwater flow361

does not directly enter the stream flow. Thus the hyporheic zone separates362

the stream from the groundwater flow. In gaining conditions, groundwater363

upwells and enters into contact with the hyporheic water at the interface be-364

tween two conterminous hyporheic cells (Figure 2b) [7, 12, 23]. In agreement365

with other works [15, 23] hyporheic flow cells force the groundwater flow to366

converge toward the upwelling areas, while downwelling flow separates into367

two components, one directed upstream and the other downstream, both368

discharging into the stream in low-head upwelling areas, thereby creating369

two coupled hyporheic cells. Conversely, in losing conditions, part of stream370

water downwells almost vertically and mixes with groundwater (Figure 2c)371

[12, 23]. The remaining part reemerges in upwelling areas. Thus, in gaining372

conditions all downwelling waters upwell, whereas in losing conditions only373
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a portion of the downwelling waters upwells to the stream. In the latter sce-374

nario, physico-chemical properties of the upwelling waters depend on mixing375

between hyporheic and ground waters.376

The streamline that identifies the separation surface between stream and377

ground waters is indicated by the black solid line in Figure 2, while the gray378

lines, which are also solutions of equations (12) and (13) indicate the sepa-379

ration surfaces between pairs of hyporheic cells: one upwelling upstream and380

the other downstream the downwelling area. The cell upwelling upstream is381

smaller than the cell upwelling downstream, due to the groundwater under-382

flow. The difference in size between the coupled cells grows with underflow383

intensity (Figure 3a) and the point of stagnation shallows near the streambed384

interface, as shown by the solid circles in Figure 3a. The upstream-flux cell385

is suppressed when the underflow energy slope assumes the threshold value386

of s = slim = hmλ, regardless the basal flow. At this slope, the stagnation387

point is located at the streambed interface as shown by the green solid circle388

in Figures 3a and 3b for neutral and losing/gaining conditions, respectively.389

The separation zone also shallows and its length shortens with consequences390

on mixing between hyporheic and ground waters [31]. Although the size of391

the hyporheic cell changes with the streambed slope, s, the separation surface392

remains symmetric under neutral conditions. It is the basal flow that gen-393

erates the asymmetric shape of the hyporheic cells under gaining and losing394

conditions, whose separation surfaces are mirrored once respect to the other395

and shifted of L/2 with respect to the neutral condition. Gaining and los-396

ing conditions further shallow the hyporheic zone and shorten the separation397

surface with respect to the neutral case (c.f., Figures 3b and 3a).398

In all analyzed scenarios, we observe a first interface between hyporheic399

and groundwater flows, represented in Figure 2 with a black line and a second400

interface between pairs of hyporheic flow cells, represented with a gray line.401

Location and size of the former interfacial surface is important to quantify402

mixing and exchange of waters between hyporheic and groundwater domains403

[72, 31]. These two domains exchange solute with a mass flux that is given404

by the product of the local dispersion and the gradient of the concentration405

across the interface. Exchange of heat occurs as well, with the heat flux406

given by the product of the heat diffusion coefficient and the gradient of407

temperature across the interface [16]. The hyporheic cells provide a geomet-408

rical interpretation of the ecological definition of the hyporheic zone as the409

volume of sediments saturated with stream water. As suggested by Hester410

et al. [31], this observation redefines our understanding of the hyporheic411
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zone and, in contrast with the assumptions underlying the Transient Storage412

Model, it relegates mixing of surface subsurface waters within a portion of413

the hyporheic volume.414

The thickness of the mixing layer, δmix, given by equation (14) depends on415

the dimensionless head, h∗b , and the dimensionless basal flow, v∗gw = vgw/um,416

as shown in Figures 4a and 4b. Its thickness increases with dune size, re-417

gardless of basal flow scenarios because of the increase of residence time with418

h∗b . When the basal flow increases (compare the scenarios in which v∗gw = 0.1419

with those with v∗gw = 0.4 in Figures 4a and 4b), the dimension of the hy-420

porheic flow cell decreases and consequently the longest streamline shortens421

with a reduction in the mixing layer thickness.422

All these behaviors are well fitted by the following three power law func-423

tions:424







δmix = 4.94 (h∗b)
1.30, (R2 = 0.75) for v∗gw = 0

δmix = 5.36 (h∗b)
1.51, (R2 = 0.90) for v∗gw = 0.1

δmix = 5.30 (h∗b)
1.67, (R2 = 0.97) for v∗gw = 0.4

(21)

These regression curves are represented with dashed lines in Figure 4a. The425

thickness of the mixing layer can be represented also as a function of v∗gw, as426

shown in Figure 4b. With this parametrization all cases collapse around the427

following power law expression:428

δmix = 0.0114 (v∗gw)
−0.42, (22)

which in Figure 4b is shown with the dashed black line. The high coefficient429

of determination (R2 = 0.98) suggests that this curve explains with high430

accuracy the variability of the mixing layer thickness over a wide range of431

basal flows. Moreover, both gaining and losing conditions tend to the same432

neutral case value of δmix = 0.187 when v∗gw = 0 and δmix = 0 when v∗gw = 1.433

This result suggests that the mixing zone is thicker with neutral case and get434

thinner as ambient groundwater velocity increases. These solutions allow us435

to predict, from few hydromorphological information, where mixing between436

water systems occurs and where hyporheic zone provide buffering between437

surface and subsurface waters.438

3.2. Stagnation and deepest hyporheic points439

Both Figures 2 and 3 show that the maximum depth reached by the440

hyporheic cells does not coincide with the stagnation point, which is at a441
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shallower depth. This difference reduces when the ratio s∗ = sL/hm between442

the head gradient s generating underflow and the averaged hyporheic gradi-443

ent hm/L reduces as well, or when basal flow increases. This is illustrated444

in Figure 5a, which shows the locations of both the stagnation point, y∗s and445

the maximum depth of the hyporheic cells, y∗HZ,min as a function of s∗. Both446

quantities are dimensionless with respect to db. Under neutral conditions,447

even small underflows have a marked effect on both y∗s and y∗HZ,min. Neglect-448

ing underflow may lead to an overestimation of y∗s by as much as 33% and a449

difference between y∗s and y∗HZ,min of 20% (see Figures 5a and 5b).450

The difference between y∗s and y∗HZ,min is controlled by the underflow451

component of the ambient groundwater flow, and it is insensitive to the basal452

flow, which however modulates the magnitude of the effect of the underflow.453

Figure 5a shows that a larger basal flow leads to smaller differences between454

y∗s and y∗HZ,min, but this is limited to small to moderate basal flows. The455

positions of both y∗s and y∗HZ,min become insensitive to s∗, and therefore to456

the strength of underflow vgw > 0.4um. This is more clearly evidenced in457

Figure 5b, which shows y∗s as a function of v∗gw. As expected the stagnation458

point becomes progressively shallower as the basal velocity increases, with a459

stronger variation in the range of small values of s∗. However, the effect of460

s∗ weakens as the basal velocity increases, becoming negligible for v∗gw > 0.9,461

when the stagnation point is very close to the stream bed surface.462

The minimum value of v∗gw needed to obtain y∗s = 0, which means that463

the stagnation point is at the stream bed surface, is a function of stream464

hydromorphology (e.g., dune size and stream flow) and underflow through465

the value assumed by the energy slope s∗ (Figure 5b). While for small to466

moderate underflow (s < slim) the stagnation point reaches the surface for467

vgw ≥ um, large underflows, epitomized here with the condition s > slim,468

reduces the values of vgw at which the stagnation point is located at the469

surface (Figure 5b).470

These results explain and generalize both the experimental [23] and the471

numerical [14] findings previously obtained and provides an analytical frame-472

work for hyporheic zone delineation under the competitive interaction be-473

tween stream and groundwater. Therefore, they can be used to upscale local474

processes at the reach or segment scale [25, 41]. In particular, Cardenas and475

Wilson [14] explained the attenuation of the hyporheic flow cells penetration476

with the influence of the bedform Reynolds number Re = V Hd/ν, where ν is477

the kinematic viscosity (they used the bedform amplitude as length scale), on478

the pressure gradients for a constant basal flow. Increasing Re in their sim-479
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ulations was indeed equivalent to increasing dynamic head variations, which480

are captured in our simulation by hm. Similarly, our results show that as s∗481

increases the hyporheic zone becomes shallower. This is in agreement with482

recent findings of Fox et al. [23], who showed that the value of the basal483

flow at which the hyporheic flow is suppressed (in their work they called this484

quantity ”qH”) is a result of the competitive interaction between the flow in485

the stream and the magnitude of the losing/gaining term.486

3.3. Hyporheic fluxes487

In a recent flume experiment, Fox et al. [23] showed that stream water488

downwelling flux is the smallest under gaining conditions, intermediate under489

neutral conditions, and the largest under losing conditions. This behavior,490

captured by our model through equation (7), is due to the different role491

that basal flow plays under gaining and losing conditions: additive and of492

opposite direction, respectively. Similar is the effect of s∗ in reducing the493

mean downwelling flow under both gaining and losing conditions. As s∗494

increases, the underflow velocity becomes larger relative to the hyporheic flux495

resulting in a thinner hyporheic cell (see Figure 5), which leads to a reduced496

downwelling flow (Figure 6a). However, this dependence vanishes when the497

global hyporheic flux is made dimensionless with respect to um (Figure 6b),498

because the effect of s on hm is captured by um, which varies linearly with499

respect to s∗ as can be shown by equations (4) and (19). Streambed slope500

affects both underflow and surface hydraulics and thus the near-bed pressure501

distribution.502

3.4. Influence of groundwater flow on the residence time distribution503

Here, we use our analytical solution to analyze the effect of the ground-504

water flow on the hyporheic residence time distribution computed by particle505

tracking. The hyporheic residence time reduces with increasing vgw as shown506

in Figures 7a (Test 95 in Table S4 of the Supplementary Information), 7c507

(Test 105 in Table S4) and 7e (Test 115 in Table S4). The reduction in-508

creases with increasing basal flow regardless of gaining and losing conditions,509

as a consequence of the progressive shrinking of the hyporheic flow cells.510

Figures 7b (Test 95 in Table S4), 7d (Test 105 in Table S4) and 7f (Test511

115 in Table S3) show the comparison between the sample CDF, of the512

residence time τ and the log-normal CDF:513
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R̄ = 1− CDF = 1−
1

√

2πσ2
z

∫ τ

0

e
−

(ln(τ ′)−µz)
2

2σ2
z

τ ′
dτ ′ (23)

where µz and σ2

z are the mean and the variance of the loge-transformed514

residence time z = ln(τ), respectively:515























µz = ln

[

τm
√

1 + σ2/τ 2m

]

σ2

z = ln

[

1 +
σ2

τ 2m

] (24)

with τm being the mean and σ2 the variance of the sample of residence times516

obtained numerically by particle tracking. The sample’s size is equal to the517

number of particles NP needed to stabilize these two moments, as reported518

in Section 2.3.519

These figures show that the log-normal distribution provides a good match520

of the sample CDF obtained by numerical simulations under both gaining521

and losing conditions as already observed for the neutral case in other stud-522

ies: such as that of Wörman et al. [75] for dunes and of Tonina et al. [66],523

Marzadri et al. [42] and Trauth et al. [68] for pool-riffle bed forms. This is524

an interesting result because it allows defining the entire residence time dis-525

tribution from information on the first two moments of the residence time,526

which under stationary flow conditions coincide with the moments of the527

Breakthrough Curve of a non-reactive tracer.528

The dimensionless mean and variance depend on s∗ for the neutral case.529

As shown in Figure 8a, the mean dimensionless residence time decreases from530

25 for s∗ = 0.02 to 16 for s∗ = 0.34. This behavior is due to the underflow531

velocity that causes the hyporheic flow cells to become asymmetric. As the532

underflow increases, the upstream-flux cell gets smaller than the downstream-533

flux cell and the residence times become shorter. Eventually, the upstream-534

flux cell disappears and the effect on the residence time of the underflow535

becomes less important as shown in Figure 8a for s∗ > 0.3. In addition,536

for v∗gw ≥ 0.1 the mean residence time τ ∗m assumes a constant value, which537

depends on the magnitude of the basal groundwater velocity, regardless of s∗538

for both losing and gaining conditions. As expected, the neutral case results539

in the largest τ ∗m with an asymptotic limit for large s∗, while τ ∗m is constant540

with s∗ in the presence of basal flows and reduces with increasing v∗gw. This541
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reduction is due to the shallowing and thinning of the hyporheic zone with542

increasing v∗gw.543

Similarly to the mean, for v∗gw ≥ 0.1 the variance of the dimensionless544

hyporheic residence time assumes the same constant value for both gaining545

and losing conditions and its value depends on the basal flow (Figure 8b).546

Also, the variance is the largest in the neutral case and decreases with in-547

creasing s∗. The effect of v∗gw is strong on the residence time variance, which548

reduces of almost one order of magnitude from the neutral case for v∗gw = 0.1549

and of 2 orders of magnitude for v∗gw = 0.4 (notice the logarithmic scale of550

the vertical axis). This implies that the residence time distribution sharpens551

considerably with increasing v∗gw for both the losing and gaining cases, while552

it is insensitive to s∗. In the neutral case, however, the variance reduces as553

s∗ increases, thereby sharpening the residence time distribution.554

3.5. Influence of groundwater flow on the biogeochemical Damköhler number555

A characteristic residence time can be identified in the median residence556

time, τ50, which we consider here in its dimensionless form τ ∗
50

= τ50 um λ.557

Figure 9a shows that τ ∗
50
, is constant with s∗ under neutral, as long as db ≥ L,558

losing and gaining conditions (Figure 9a). This is in contrast with the be-559

havior of τ ∗m, which in the neutral case declines as s∗ increases. A possible560

explanation of this differentiated behavior of τ ∗m and τ ∗50 is that the latter is561

less affected than the former by the tail of the distribution [35]. The simu-562

lated median value for the neutral case is the largest and coincides with the563

expression obtained by Elliott and Brooks [19]. Furthermore, τ ∗50 decreases564

with increasing basal velocity for both gaining and losing cases. However,565

slightly higher τ ∗
50

are observed under gaining than losing conditions. The566

difference of τ ∗
50

between gaining and losing conditions increases with vgw567

because gaining scenarios show smaller hyporheic downwelling fluxes (Fig-568

ure 6a) but same hyporheic depths (Figure 5a) than the losing conditions,569

thereby leading to a larger median residence time, while the mean residence570

time is only slightly larger (see Figures 9a and 8a).571

Inspection of Figures 9a and 9b reveals that while τ ∗50 scales with s∗,572

τ ∗lim does not, because it converges to zero as h∗b grows large. The different573

behavior of these two quantities supports the choice of the two alternative574

scales, s∗ and h∗b in Section 2.3.575

Figure 10 shows the behavior of the Damköhler number as a function576

of the dimensionless head h∗b for two values of v∗gw. As v∗gw increases the577

dimension of the hyporheic cell reduces and in turn τ ∗
50

increases, thereby578
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increasing the probability of observing prevailing aerobic conditions, which579

occurs for Da0 < 1. Conversely, the probability to observe prevailing anaer-580

obic conditions increases within the dimension of the hyporheic cell, as the581

dimensionless head increases (h∗b) and is well represented by the following582

power law expression both under neutral and under gaining/losing condi-583

tions:584

DaO = 22901(h∗b)
3.357 , R2 = 0.99 (25)

As shown by the value of R2 this expression explains 99% of the observed585

variability. This analysis provides an effective and simple method to deter-586

mine the redox conditions of stream reaches with dune-like bedforms in all587

conceivable morphological and hydrological conditions. In equation (25), we588

use reach-averaged easy to evaluate morphological (Hb and L) and hydraulic589

(Y0 and V ) quantities without resorting to numerical simulations. Recent590

research has shown a correlation between DaO and nitrogen processes, such591

as this analysis may provide a tool for upscaling local hyporheic processes to592

nitrogen cycling at the reach and network scales [38, 78, 10]. Potential weak-593

ness of our analysis are in the lack of capturing the effect of heterogeneity on594

removal of reactive nitrogen and the inability to differentiate mixing processes595

occurring in gaining from those occurring in losing conditions [29, 54]. In the596

former case our solutions allow to capture the average behavior of the redox597

conditions within the hyporheic zone from hydro-morphological and biogeo-598

chemical parameters easily measurable in the field [41]. Both under gaining599

and losing conditions, mixing is mostly between hyporheic cells and recharg-600

ing groundwater and DaO is similar under the same rates of groundwater601

downwelling and upwelling because of similar hyporheic residence times. In602

losing conditions, oxygenated water from the stream envelops hyporheic cells,603

whereas anoxic groundwater from below flows between hyporheic flow cells604

in gaining conditions. In a gaining stream, mixing occurring between hy-605

porheic and ground waters reduces the concentration of dissolved oxygen in606

the hyporheic cells, leading to a tendency to develop more anaerobic condi-607

tions with respect to losing streams, for which the emergence of anaerobic608

conditions depends chiefly on the residence time of stream water within the609

hyporheic cells. This effect can be partially estimated with the thickness of610

the mixing layer.611
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4. Conclusions612

We propose an analytical model to analyze the effects of groundwater flow613

on hyporheic zone hydrodynamics. Our analytical solutions encapsulate the614

interplay between surface hydromorphology, ambient groundwater flow (both615

horizontal, underflow, and vertical, basal, velocity component) on hyporheic616

fluxes and on the vertical extension of the hyporheic zone, defined as the617

zone of the alluvium receiving stream water.618

We analytically identify the hyporheic flow stagnation points, which are619

the points where the seepage velocity is zero, and from which depart the lines620

defining the interface between hyporheic and ground waters, under neutral,621

gaining and losing conditions. The effect of groundwater underflow, which622

is driven by a uniform head gradient equal to the streambed slope.REV It is623

through this interface that biogeochemical and thermal exchange occurs be-624

tween shallow (i.e., hyporheic zone) and deep ground waters [31]. Thus this625

separation surface defines also a mixing zone and here we provide a method-626

ology to delineate and quantify this mixing zone as well as the volume of the627

hyporheic zoneREV. Consequently, the hyporheic zone definition as a mixing628

volume between stream and ground waters should be redefined as suggested629

by Hester et al. [31], and we provide here a methodology to delineate and630

quantify the volume of the hyporheic zone.REV The proposedTheseREV an-631

alytical solutions are useful tools because they can be used (1) for testing632

complicated numerical models, (2) for defining a relationship between pro-633

cesses and governing variables (3) for identifying the governing variables in634

complex processes and (4) for quantifying physical quantities used to upscale635

hyporheic processes from the bed-form to watershed scale without the need636

to run complex numerical modeling [25, 41].637

The location and shape of the separation surface depends on the hydro-638

morphodynamics that controls bedform formation and the parameters that639

characterize groundwater flow. Consequently, from reach-scale information640

on the stream flow (mean flow and depth), bedform characteristics (ampli-641

tude and wavelength) and ambient groundwater velocity (basal and under-642

flow fluxes) our solutions allow quantifying four important quantities: the643

hyporheic fluxes, the residence time distribution, the hyporheic vertical ex-644

tension and the mean thickness of the mixing layer between hyporheic and645

groundwater. Redox conditions of the hyporheic flow at the reach scale can646

be obtained coupling these data with biogeochemical rates of dissolved oxy-647

gen consumption through the biochemical Damköhler number, DaO, which648
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is the ratio between hyporheic median residence time and the time limit for649

dissolved oxygen consumption.650

Similarly to the neutral case, the hyporheic residence time is well approx-651

imated by a lognormal distribution, whose moments, i.e. mean, variance and652

median, assume the same values under both gaining and losing conditions653

with same basal velocity. Underflow affects the mean and variance but not654

the median of the hyporheic residence times for neutral conditions or for655

weak basal velocity, i.e., v∗gw < 0.1. The stronger the underflow the smaller656

the upstream-flux cell gets, which eventually is suppressed when the gradient657

of the underflow is equal to slim = hm λ.658

Two new dimensionless length scales, s∗ and h∗b , which account for un-659

derflow flux and dune aspect ratio, respectively, facilitate the interpretation660

of hyporheic processes under dune-like bedform. The second is useful to661

understand the relationship between DaO and reach hydromorphology. A662

single power law curve representing DaO as a function of h∗b is obtained from663

regression with the results of the numerical experiments, regardless the quite664

large differences in groundwater flow, surface hydraulics and dune shape.665

List of Symbols666

DaO biogeochemical Damköhler number.
db alluvium depth, m.
d50 mean grain size, m.
DO0 dissolved oxygen concentration, mg/l.
DO0,lim dissolved oxygen concentration limit, mg/l.
Dm molecular diffusion coefficient, m2/s.
Dt transverse dispersion coefficient, m2/s.
g gravitational acceleration, m s−2.
h hydraulic head, m.
hm amplitude of the dynamic head fluctuations at the bed surface, m.
h∗b dimensionless head.
Hd bed form height, m.
K hydraulic conductivity, m/s.
KRN reaction rate of nitrification and respiration, 1/s.
L dune length, m.
n Manning’s n coefficient.
NP number of released particles.
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qH,G mean groundwater flux under gaining condition, m/s.
q∗H,G mean dimensionless groundwater flux under gaining condition.
qH,L mean groundwater flux under losing condition, m/s.
q∗H,L mean dimensionless groundwater flux under losing condition.
Q stream discharge, m3/s.
s streambed slope.
slim slope of the underflow that suppress the up-stream flux cell.
s∗ dimensionless head gradient.
T temperature, oC.
tHZ,Lmax residence time along the longest hyporheic streamline, s.
u = (u, v) seepage velocity, m/s.
u longitudinal pore water Darcy velocity, m/s.
um maximum downwelling velocity for the neutral case, m/s.
u0 pore water Darcy velocity scale for an infinite hyporheic zone depth, m/s.
us underflow seepage velocity due to the stream slope, m/s.
V mean stream velocity, m/s.
uHZ,Lmax mean velocity along the longest hyporheic streamline, m/s.
v vertical pore water Darcy velocity, m/s.
vgw groundwater vertical velocity, m/s.
v∗gw dimensionless vertical groundwater velocity.
v(x, y)max maximum value of the vertical velocity component under neutral conditions, m/s.
x longitudinal coordinate, m.
xl longitudinal coordinate of the stagnation point under losing condition, m.
xg longitudinal coordinate of the stagnation point under gaining condition, m.
y vertical coordinate, m.
ys vertical position of the stagnation point under gaining and losing conditions, m.
yHZ,min vertical position of the deepest hyporheic point, m.
Y0 mean flow depth, m.
y∗HZ,min dimensionless vertical position of the deepest hyporheic point.
y∗s dimensionless depth of the stagnation point under gaining and losing conditions.
Y ∗ dimensionless depth equal to Y0/Hd.
αt transverse dispersivity, m.
δmix is the thickness of the mixing layer, m.
λ dune wavenumber, m−1.
µz mean of the lognormal random variable, s.
σ2 variance of the travel time, s2.
σ2

z variance of the lognormal random variable, s2.
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σ∗2 dimensionless variance of the travel time.
ς dune height coefficient.
τ residence time, s.
τ50 median hyporheic residence time, s.
τm mean hyporheic residence time, s.
τlim residence time limit, s.
τ ∗
50

dimensionless median hyporheic residence time.
τ ∗lim dimensionless residence time limit.
τ ∗m dimensionless mean hyporheic residence time.
ψ(x, y) stream function, m2 s.
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Figure 2: Analytical flow field under (a) neutral, (b) gaining and (c) losing conditions for
Test 30 (Table S1 in Supplementary Information). The positions of both the minimum
streamline depth yHZ,min and the stagnant points ys are showed for the neutral case. The
energy head distribution at the water-sediment interface showed in subfigure (a) is valid
also under gaining and losing conditions.
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Figure 3: Stream functions ψ tracing the separation between the hyporheic cells and the
surrounding groundwater environment (solid lines) and between conterminous hyporheic
flow cells (dashed lines) for the following three stream slopes: s = 0.01%, s = 0.04%
and s = slim = 0.19% under (a) neutral and (b) gaining and losing conditions. The
stream functions are obtained with the morphodynamic parameters of Test 30 in Table S1
(Supplementary Information) with the following Manning’s coefficients: n = 0.0125 when
s = 0.01%, n = 0.025 when s = 0.04% and n = 0.054 when s = slim = 0.19% and a dune
length L = 3m. The stagnation points are marked with filled circles.
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Figure 4: Trend of variation of the thickness of the mixing layer δmix as a functions of (a)
the dimensionless head h∗b and (b) the dimensionless basal velocity v∗gw.
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with neutral case is also showed; and (b) Position of the stagnation point y∗s as a function
of the dimensionless groundwater velocity (gaining and losing) v∗gw for Test120 in Table S4
of the Supplementary Information with the following Manning’s coefficients: n = 0.0125
for s = 0.01%, n = 0.071 for s = 0.32% and n = 0.1 for s = slim = 0.64%.
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and losing conditions, respectively) as a function of the dimensionless energy gradient s∗

for dunes with Hd/L = 0.04 (whose morphodynamics parameters are reported in Table S4
of the Supplementary Information). (b) Trend of variation of the dimensionless hyporheic
downwelling fluxes q∗H,i = qH,i/um under different gaining (i = G) and losing (i = L)
conditions as a function of the dimensionless energy gradient s∗.
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Figure 7: Exceedance probability of the hyporheic residence time distribution for the
morphological parameters of: (a) Test 95, (c) Test 105 and (e) Test 115 in Table S4 under
different gaining or losing conditions. The sample CDF is compared with the Log-Normal
distribution for the following cases: (b) Test 95, (d) Test 105 and (f) Test 115 in Table S4
under different gaining and losing conditions.
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